I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PROPAGATION of light is disallowed in the photonic bandgap (PBG). However, if one inserts an intentional irregularity in the middle of the photonic crystal having a photonic bandgap, photons tend to stay around this small region of space. This concept of photon confinement can be used to enhance the radiation rate into a desired mode while inhibiting that to unwanted modes [1] , [2] . The recent advancement of nanofabrication technologies has promoted the photonic crystal lasers at optical regime from a mere theoretical interest to hot experimental issues [3] . Historically, one-dimensional (1-D) photonic crystals have been successfully adopted for various lasers such as vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [4] , [5] and distributed feedback laser diodes [6] , [7] . In fact, the VCSEL is one of the most beautiful examples of the 1-D photonic crystal cavity. During the time span slightly over ten years, the VCSEL has flourished in the communications market place, armed with multitudes of attractive characteristics such as low threshold, long lifetime, and flexibility in their fabrication. Now is the time to look for a two-dimensional (2-D) version of the VCSEL by utilizing the concept of the 2-D PBG.
The in-plane PBG has been found from the ideal 2-D triangular lattice photonic crystal. Practically, the half-wavelength-thick thin film is widely used as a base material on which 2-D photonic crystal patterns are encrypted [8] - [11] . Then, the 2-D photonic crystal lattice structure can be easily fabricated following the standard microlithographic techniques. Although the complete in-plane PBG does not exist in this slab-type photonic crystal structure, one can still find a PBG for transverse-electric (TE)-like modes by limiting the thickness of the slab to allow only one propagating mode [10] , [11] . Experimentally, in 1999, by optical pumping, the single-defect 2-D photonic crystal laser was demonstrated from the triangular lattice air-bridge slab photonic crystal made of InGaAsP compound semiconductors [12] . In that work, two slightly larger holes are intentionally introduced near the central defect to lift the degeneracy of the dipole mode, thereby to encourage the more efficient photon coupling to a desired mode. This demonstration drew attentions of scientists working on photonic crystals and semiconductor lasers because it proved the manufacturability of photonic crystal devices functioning at a communication wavelength of 1550 nm [13] - [22] . Instead of introducing asymmetry to lift degeneracy, one can also use the cavity mode that is inherently nondegenerate. One example of this genuine nondegenerate mode is the monopole mode derived from triangular lattice photonic crystals. Recently, the 2-D triangular PBG laser working in this monopole mode was experimentally realized with low threshold optical pump power [19] . It is interesting to note that this monopole mode has a node in the middle that can be used as a wire through which electrical current can be supplied. Photonic crystal lattices other than the triangular lattice can also have PBGs. The square lattice is one of them, but has been neglected because of its small bandgap. Recently, unique single-cell square lattice photonic band crystal lasers are reported [20] . The existence of this high quality factor nondegenerate laser proves very effective photon confinement by the PBG in the plane of the square lattice photonic crystal. Moreover, this mode has a node for both electric and magnetic fields at the center that can be conveniently used for electrical current pumping. There is another interesting route to stimulated emission, even without having a resonant cavity. This type of lasers operates at the band edges near the point where the group velocity of light approaches zero [23] - [28] . Even electrically-driven 2-D photonic band edge lasers were recently reported [23] , [28] . Most 2-D photonic band edge lasers have been constructed on low-index-contrast waveguides. However, in general, the slab waveguide structures with high-index-contrast are known to have the high density of states at the band edge [29] . In other words, the free-standing slab 2-D photonic crystal should be advantageous in band edge lasing operation. A recent high-contrast air-bridge slab 2-D band edge laser impressively shows low-threshold pump power [30] . This paper contains four sections explaining the issues related to the computational methods, design, fabrication, and properties of 2-D laser modes. All the 2-D slab photonic crystal lasers to be discussed in this paper have worked by optical pumping. However, for the ultra-small photonic crystal lasers to have practical meanings, the issues of the electrical pumping and the surface recombination have to be addressed more seriously in addition to the quality factor and the nondegeneracy. In this regard, we are pursuing 2-D slab photonic crystal laser structures that could be made into electrically-driven lasers without major modification of their structures.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Numerical Method for the Photonic Crystal Structures
Several computational methods have been employed to numerically characterize optical properties of photonic crystal structures. Of these, plane-wave and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods are most widely used. The plane-wave method is mainly used to calculate the dipersion relation, also known as the photonic band structure. It starts from the Hermitian eigenvalue problem for Maxwell equations:
Using the Bloch boundary condition and plane-wave expansion with reciprocal lattice vector bases, (1) is solved for each Bloch wave vector to calculate the mode pattern and mode frequency Since the plane-wave method is basically formulated to solve the equation for infinitely periodic structures, one has to be careful to treat finite-size structures. And, the convergence of the method should also be confirmed with reasonable accuracy. A very efficient version to overcome these problems has been developed using the conjugate gradient minimization [31] . This method has been successfully applied to large-scale photonic crystal structures employing a periodic supercell such as three-dimensional (3-D) photonic crystals [32] , [33] , disordered 2-D photonic crystals [34] , [35] , and photonic crystal slab structures [10] , [11] , [36] .
The FDTD method calculates the propagation of electromagnetic waves with time variation [37] . It directly calculates Maxwell's equations in real space. Time-dependent Maxwell's equations for a material with electric conductivity and magnetic conductivity in a source-free region, can be written in the following form:
Here, and are the position dependent permittivity and permeability of the material, respectively. The FDTD method is used to calculate the radiation field in open space by using appropriate boundary conditions. Therefore, the FDTD method is widely used to find radiating properties of photonic crystals such as the quality factors and extraction efficiencies [8] , [38] - [41] . In addition, this method can calculate transmission spectra in photonic crystal waveguides and the band structure of a photonic crystal using Bloch boundary conditions [42] , [43] . The FDTD method can be advantageously used to the band structure calculation of a photonic crystal slab in the sense that it can calculate leaky modes as well as guided modes.
One of important issues in FDTD calculations is how to apply the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) in order to truncate the computational domain and simulate the open space. Most ABCs are grouped into two categories: ABCs derived from differential equations or ABCs employing an absorbing material [37] . Traditional ABCs such as Mur's boundary conditions are based on the differential equations which are obtained by factoring the wave equation and allowing a solution that permits only outgoing waves. The traditional ABCs do not show good accuracy and stability in some situations. On the other hand, the perfectly matched layer (PML) ABC, introduced by Berenger, creates a nonphysical absorbing material adjacent to outer FDTD mesh boundary [44] . Inside the PML, electromagnetic waves experience large amount of loss with no change in phase velocity. At the interface between the PML and FDTD computational region, there is no reflection for all frequencies, polarizations, and angles of incidence [37] . The PML ABC has been successfully applied to the numerical study of photonic crystal cavities [38] , [45] , [46] . In our study, the PML approach provided significantly better accuracy than the Mur's ABC. Therefore, we choose the PML boundary conditions to deal with finite-size photonic crystal cavities in the FDTD calculations.
B. Calculation of Quality Factors Using the 3-D FDTD Method With PML Boundary Conditions
Using the 3-D FDTD calculation, the quality factor of a resonant mode in the photonic crystal cavity can be evaluated [39] , [46] , [47] . The top-view and the side-view of the FDTD calculation domain are shown in Fig. 1 for a free-standing slab triangular lattice modified single-cell structure. Here, our FDTD calculation domain contains nine air holes along the -K direction, and the distance between the slab and PML boundary is 5 2 where is the lattice constant of the photonic crystal [ Fig. 5(a) ]. To obtain the quality factor , the resonant frequency of the photonic crystal cavity should be calculated first. For this, the time evolution of electromagnetic fields is generated by exciting several pulse sources with a Gaussian frequency profile in the vicinity of the cavity. The frequency bandwidths of these pulse sources are broad enough to cover the entire PBG region. The resonant frequencies are calculated by the Fourier transform of time varying fields at several arbitrary points in the cavity region. Then, the field is initialized by a single Gaussian pulse that excites only one resonance mode. The quality factor is obtained from temporal attenuation of electromagnetic energy after turning off the oscillation of the dipole:
where is electromagnetic energy at time and is the switchoff time of the dipole oscillation. From the slope of this logarithm energy-time relation, the quality factor is evaluated.
Instead of calculating total electromagnetic energy, the quality factor can also be obtained by Poynting vectors on the planes near the absorbing boundaries. In this case, one evaluates the energy flux escaping in each direction. For example, if the radiating power in the direction and in the -plane is, respectively, denoted as and , the total radiating power is related to the electromagnetic energy by
Sometimes it is convenient to define the vertical and the horizontal component of a quality factor, , and , which satisfy the following relation: (6) The advantage of this method is that one can separate losses along different directions. The horizontal quality factor represents the propagation loss of the guide mode along the dielectric slab, and the vertical quality factor represents the radiation out of the photonic crystal slab. In our calculation, the boundary for separating vertical radiation from laterally guided modes is positioned at approximately from the surface of the slab [39] , [48] . The slight change of the vertical boundary position does not significantly affect the values of and . In fact, the total ultimately approaches the since the increases exponentially with the calculation domain size [39] . So, the vertical quality factor is often regarded as the parameter that represents the optical loss of the photonic crystal cavity.
The 2-D photonic crystal slab suspended in air has symmetric mode profiles about and directions and a mirror symmetry along the axis. So, resonant mode profiles have even or odd symmetry along each axis. Hence, only one-eighth of the computational space is sufficient for the calculation, which greatly saves computational time and memory. The computational space steps are chosen to 15 intervals per lattice constant in the 3-D FDTD calculation, which guarantees good stability and reasonable convergence. 
III. DESIGN OF THE PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SLAB SINGLE-CELL CAVITY
In this section, we present FDTD calculation results on single-cell photonic crystal cavity structures. Both triangular lattice and square lattice air-hole photonic crystals are studied. We mainly investigate the single-cell structure formed in a free-standing slab. The schematic diagrams of our free-standing slab structure are shown in Fig. 2 for the triangular lattice modified single-cell cavity and the square lattice single-cell cavity.
A. Triangular Lattice Photonic Crystal
1) Resonant Modes in a Modified Single-Cell Cavity:
The single-cell cavity in a triangular lattice photonic crystal slab has been intensively studied by Caltech group both theoretically [39] , [40] , [48] , and experimentally [12] , [13] , [49] . This photonic crystal cavity supports doubly degenerate dipole modes in the PBG. In the dipole mode of a normal triangular lattice single-cell cavity, the quality factor is only several hundred. So, a few trials have been made to increase the quality factor of the dipole mode such as changing the refractive index of a single-cell cavity [39] or introducing intentional asymmetry and a small air hole at the cavity center [48] .
In order to find other usable modes, we modified the single-cell cavity. As one reduces and pushes away the nearest neighbor holes as shown in Fig. 3 , the effective cavity size is slightly enlarged and, accordingly, some modes initially in the air band are pulled down into the bandgap [19] , [46] . Fig. 4 shows the calculated frequency dependence of each mode as a function of the radius of the nearest neighbor holes. This calculation is performed by the 3-D FDTD method when the lattice constant is 0.57 m and the radius of regular holes is 0.35 . Slab thickness is fixed to be 0.4 . The refractive index of slab material is chosen to be 3.4 which corresponds to the refractive index of InGaAsP at 1.55 m. There are four-types of resonant modes: doubly degenerate modes, dipole and quadrupole modes, nondegenerate modes, and hexapole and monopole modes. As the radius decreases, the dipole modes moves toward the dielectric band and other modes begin to show up into the bandgap. Note that the quadrupole mode is 110 nm away from the monopole mode, when the center wavelength is chosen to be 1.55 m. These spectral distances are large enough to isolate the monopole mode solely in the gain spectrum of 100-nm width. Electric field profiles of the monopole and the hexapole mode are calculated and shown in Fig. 5 . These nondegerate modes attract our interest with the expectation of a large spontaneous emission factor [40] . In addition, the monopole mode has good overlap with the cavity region where the gain is generated.
2) Quality Factors of Resonant Modes in a Free-Standing Slab:
The quality factor of each resonant mode is calculated by using the 3-D FDTD. As mentioned previously, the horizontal increases monotonically with the calculation domain size, on the other hand, the vertical does not. Thus, the total quality factor is limited by the vertical component [39] . In order to check this effect, the number of holes is varied from nine to 17 along the -K direction of the domain, while all the parameters are fixed to be the same as the previous calculations. In Fig. 6 (a), the vertical and the horizontal s of the monopole mode are calculated as a function of the number of the hole layers. While the horizontal value increases rapidly with the domain size, the vertical value increases only slightly. Also, it is clearly shown in this figure that the total quality factor approaches the vertical value asymptotically as the number of the hole layers increases.
The monopole and the hexapole modes that have the intensity node at the center are studied. For the structures shown in high quality factors are obtained. The monopole mode has a vertical of 6500. However, this value is much smaller than that of the hexapole mode.
It is interesting to imagine the possibility of electrical pumping in this structure by using the monopole and the hexapole mode that have intensity minimum at the center with hexagonal symmetry. In fact, the introduction of a small post at this node (inset of Fig. 8 ) hardly affects the characteristics of the monopole mode. The vertical of the monopole mode is calculated as a function of the radius of the post and shown in Fig. 8 . As expected, the quality factor is not noticeably degraded as the post radius increases.
3) Quality Factors of Resonant Modes in an Oxide-Cladding Slab:
Ultimately, 2-D photonic crystal slab structures should be supported by the dielectric material underneath instead of the air. In addition to the electrical pumping, better thermal conduction and mechanical stability can be achieved from this structure. Actually, this was experimentally shown [16] - [18] and room-temperature continuous wave (CW) lasing operation was successfully realized from a large-cavity wafer-fused structure [17] . However, the vertical radiation loss of this-type structures turns out to be larger than the air-bridge slab structures because the difference of refractive indices between the slab and bottom cladding regions are smaller [47] . A typical refractive index of the oxide layer is about 1.5. Quality factors of the resonant mode in the slab structure with oxide bottom cladding are studied using the same domain size as in the previous calculation. Here, asymmetric vertical losses are separated into two components: the radiations into the air and the bottom cladding regions. Generally, the optical loss through the bottom oxide cladding is larger than that through the air region. The vertical confinement of photons becomes stronger when the air holes are deeper. The quality factor increases monotonically with the air hole depth. As compared to the free-standing structure, the vertical of resonant modes are much reduced. The maximum vertical of the monopole mode with the oxide bottom cladding is 1400.
B. Square Lattice Photonic Crystal 1) Resonant Modes in a Square Lattice Air-Hole Single-Cell
Cavity: Up to now, the triangular lattice of air holes has been a natural choice for photonic crystal lasers due to the existence of a large TE PBG. However, as studied in the previous triangular lattice case, the cavity loss of the slab-type 2-D photonic crystal cavities is dominated by the radiation loss out of the slab rather than the propagation loss in the photonic crystal plane [39] , [52] - [54] . In order to achieve high-modes, consideration of the resonant mode pattern should be more important than the bandgap size. In this sense, square lattice photonic crystal can also be a good candidate for a photonic crystal single-cell laser if resonant modes with high quality factors can be found.
The schematic of the square lattice single-cell cavity structure free-standing in air was shown in Fig. 2(b) . First, the band structure is calculated by using the 3-D preconditioned conjugate gradient plane-wave expansion method and presented in respectively. In the band structure, guided Bloch modes for both TE-like and TM-like polarization are shown. There is a small bandgap between the point of the first TE-like guided mode and the point of the second TE-guided mode. The normalized frequency of the bandgap center is 0.327 and the gap-midgap ratio of this bandgap is 6%. This bandgap size is only one-fourth of that of a triangular lattice having the same air-hole size and slab thickness. Despite this small-size bandgap, well-confined resonant modes exist in the bandgap of the square lattice.
The resonant frequencies and mode profiles of single-cell cavity modes are calculated by using the 3-D FDTD method with PML boundary conditions. Two types of resonant modes appear in this cavity as shown in Fig. 10 . One has a four-fold symmetry and is nondegenerate. The other mode has a dipole mode shape and is doubly degenerate. Both of the resonant modes have demonstrated successful lasing actions as will be treated later. The quadrupole-shaped nondegenerate mode [ Fig. 10(a) ] is a new kind of a photonic crystal resonant mode. In the previous work, we showed this mode has the characteristics of the smallest possible WGM with the azimuthal mode number of 2 [20] .
Resonant frequencies of both cavity modes are calculated with varying the radius of air holes. Resonant frequencies of each mode are represented by horizontal lines on the band structure in Fig. 9 . In this case, the WGM exists inside the in-plane TE bandgap, whereas the dipole mode exists below the bandgap. The resonant frequencies versus air-hole radius are plotted in Fig. 11 along with bandgap positions. Gray area represents a full in-plane bandgap frequency region. Hatched areas below and above the gray region indicate the bandgap in the -X direction and the -M direction, respectively. The resonant frequency of the WGM is within the full bandgap in most cases. However, it is interesting to note that the resonant frequency of the dipole mode lies outside the full in-plane bandgap for all air-hole radius. This is because only the bandgap for the -X direction plays an important role, since the dipole modes oscillate predominantly in the -X direction.
2) Quality Factor of the WGM: The quality factors of the WGM are calculated and plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of slab thickness. The air-hole radius is fixed to 0.38 where the largest quality factor is achieved [20] . Here, the computational domain for the calculations contains 13 13 unit cells in the photonic crystal plane. The vertical increases with slab thickness, and is even higher than 50 000 when the slab is thicker than 0.7 . As Quality factors of the WGM as a function of the slab thickness when the radius of holes is 0.38a. In addition to the total quality factor (square), the vertical quality factor (circle), and the horizontal quality factor (triangle) are plotted separately.
the slab thickness increases, the cavity mode is more strongly confined inside the slab. Then, the tail of the mode profile outside the slab decreases. Therefore, vertical coupling into the free space decreases with slab thickness, and, consequently, the vertical increases. In the case of the horizontal , however, there is a maximum point. The increase of the horizontal with slab thickness when the thickness is 0.6 is also attributed to better confinement of the cavity mode with slab thickness. The size of the in-plane PBG increases with the slab thickness and, hence, the horizontal will also increase. On the other hand, the decrease of the horizontal when the slab thickness 0.6 seems to be related to the appearance of higher order guided modes inside the bandgap [11] . The higher order guided modes will effectively reduce the bandgap size. If the cavity mode begins to couple to the higher order guided modes, the horizontal will decrease. Therefore, for thick slab waveguides, the argument that the total will ultimately approach the vertical cannot be valid any more. In this case, the total will be limited the horizontal rather than the vertical as one may feel from the Fig. 12 . At the slab thickness of 0.6 and air-hole radius of 0.38 , the total is obtained. This calculated quality factor is the largest one of the single-cell cavity mode ever reported.
The quality factors of the dipole mode are smaller than those of the WGM by more than an order of magnitude. The largest quality factor obtained for the dipole mode was only about 600 [20] . This value is similar amount to those of the dipole mode in the triangular lattice single-cell structure [39] . Considering that the dipole modes of square lattice air-hole structures are formed outside the in-plane bandgap, it is interesting that the quality factors of dipole modes are comparable to the triangular lattice cases.
The high-quality factor of the WGM in a square lattice single-cell cavity originates from the nature of its whispering-gallery-like mode profile. In the case of the microdisk cavity, whispering gallery modes radiate mostly in the radial direction and vertical radiation intensity is very low [51] , [55] - [57] . Due to the exponential decrease of the quality factor with decreasing disk size, it was difficult to realize lasing operations in the WGM of the microdisk with diameter smaller than 1.5 m and the azimuthal mode number 5 [51] , [55] , [56] . In the WGM formed in a photonic crystal cavity, this radial radiation can be suppressed by the PBG. In this sense, the WGM in a photonic crystal slab cavity can exhibit high quality factors since both in-plane and out-of-plane radiation are suppressed at the same time. In the triangular lattice case considered before, the hexapole mode had WGM properties. The high quality factor of the hexapole mode has also been addressed previously. The fact that the high-WGMs with low mode numbers are created in the photonic crystal cavity imply that the PBG is more effective than the total internal reflection for photon confinement in wavelength-size microcavities. Due to the very high quality factor and the small mode volume, the WGM of the square lattice single-cell cavity can lead to strong effects of cavity quantum electrodynamics [58] , [59] such as very large Purcell factors or even Rabi oscillations.
In addition to the high quality factors, the WGM of the square lattice single-cell cavity has other favorable properties for the photonic crystal microcavity devices. The intrinsic nondegeneracy of this WGM should result in a large spontaneous emission factor [40] . This implies that the WGM has high potential for thresholdless lasers. In addition, since there is an intensity node at the center of the defect cavity, electrical pumping can be achieved with minimal degrading of mode properties by placing a current flow post at the cavity center as in the case of the microdisk lasers. This possibility of electrical pumping in the modes with intensity node at the center was already confirmed in Fig. 8 . Using these properties, the WGM of a square lattice single-defect cavity will find potential applications to low-threshold microcavity lasers and miniaturized photonic integrated circuits.
IV. FABRICATION
A. Free-Standing Slab Structure
Free-standing photonic crystal slabs, also called photonic crystal membranes or air-bridge-type photonic crystal slabs, have drawn much attention due to the strong photon confinement ability and simple geometry. Due to strong index contrast, the cavity formed in this-type photonic crystal slab has a high quality factor and small mode volume. And, the fabrication procedure is relatively easy. In this subsection, the fabrication procedure for InGaAsP-based wafer structures is explained. Seven 6-nm strain-compensated indium gallium arsenic phosphide (InGaAsP) quantum wells (QWs) are used as an active material whose photoluminescence (PL) peak is located near 1.55 m. InGaAsP-InP material system is widely employed for photonic crystal structures that have many air holes, because of its relatively slow surface recombination velocity [50] , [60] . The fabrication procedure for the free-standing slab is basically similar to that reported in [61] . In the standard micro-and nano-fabrication, dielectric and metal layers are employed for the pattern transfer processes. So, several steps of deposition and dry etching processes are required. However, we developed a much simplified fabrication method by using the poly-methyl-methachrolyne (PMMA) as the only existing mask layer.
Our fabrication procedure for a free-standing photonic crystal slab is shown in Fig. 13 . First, 1000 -thick 2% PMMA is coated on the top surface of the wafer and 2-D photonic crystal patterns are defined by electron-beam lithography. The exposed PMMA is developed in a 3:7 solution of 2-ethoxyethanol:methanol. After developing, ion-beam etching using Ar gas is applied for about 1 min. Then, the property of the PMMA layer is greatly changed. The hardened PMMA can function as a good etching mask for the following chemically-assisted ion-beam etching (CAIBE) process. The CAIBE process is performed at 250 C using Ar and Cl gases [62] . The etch rate is 1 m/min with Ar-beam voltage of 600 V and Cl flow rate of 2.2 sccm. The remaining PMMA layer after CAIBE processing is removed by O -ashering. Finally, the patterned layer is separated from the InP layers to leave a free-standing slab by use of wet etching with diluted HCl solution HCl H O 4 1 . HCl has high etch selectivity between InP and InGaAsP.
In this way, a free-standing InGaAsP photonic crystal slab structure is completed. Fig. 14 shows the SEM picture of the fabricated single-cell photonic crystal air bridge. The InGaAsP slab thickness is 202 nm. At this slab thickness, only the fundamental TE mode is allowed in the thin slab waveguide including the active material [11] . In addition, strong coupling between cavity modes and the gain region is obtained by deep air holes drilled down to the QWs.
B. Oxide-Cladding Slab Structure
To improve mechanical stability and thermal conduction of photonic crystal slabs without degrading confinement properties of the slab, oxide-supported photonic crystal slab structures are investigated. In GaAs-AlGaAs material systems, fabrication of oxide-supported slabs is relatively easy since AlGaAs layer with high Al composition can be readily converted to low-index Al O by wet oxidation. However, due to the lack of proper InP-lattice-matched materials to be converted to low-index oxides, fabrication of the oxide-cladding photonic crystal slab in InGaAsP-InP materials is somewhat difficult. Two fabrication methods are presented here. One is to use wafer-fusion and wet-oxidation, and the other is to bond two wafers with epoxy.
1) Wafer Fusion and Wet Oxidation:
The fabrication procedure of wafer fusion and wet oxidation methods is shown in Fig. 15(a) . This method has been developed to introduce Al O in InP-InGaAsP material system. Since the GaAs and the InP substrate have different lattice constant, the bonding process is usually performed at a high temperature with sufficiently large pressure. This bonding process is called wafer fusion [63] , [64] . In our structure, the fusion interfaces are 1000-top InP and 20-GaAs layers. InGaAsP active medium is below the InP top layer. Fusion temperature has been varied from 400 C to 600 C. It has been observed that photoluminescence of InGaAsP active medium is nearly preserved at 400 C, but it decreases to nearly half of the photoluminescence of an as-grown wafer at 600 C. To protect the active medium from this fusion damage, a thicker top InP layer is needed. However, this results in a larger slab thickness. After wafer fusion, the InP substrate is removed by HCl-based wet etching. Then, 3000 -thick InGaAsP layers remain on top of the GaAs-AlAs-GaAs wafer. Photonic crystal patterns are formed by the same methods that used in the free-standing slab fabrication. After the CAIBE process, the exposed AlAs layer is converted to Al O by wet-oxidation [65] . The refractive index of the wet-oxidized Al O is about 1.5-1.6. The side view of the fabricated structure is schematically drawn in Fig. 15(b) .
This Al O -cladding photonic crystal slab structure has the best thermal property compared with other-types of photonic crystal slabs. Continuous-wave operation of photonic crystal lasers has been demonstrated at room temperature [17] . Furthermore, it is expected that current injection can be realized by partial oxidation of AlAs. Therefore, the wafer-fused photonic crystal slabs will find potential application to photonic crystal light emitters.
2) Wafer Boding With Epoxy:
The above procedure is too complicated and may cause damage to the active medium owing to high-temperature processes. Photonic crystal slabs with an oxide cladding can be more easily achieved by bonding with epoxy. This method has been employed by other groups [66] , [67] . They bonded InGaAsP active and SiO layers with epoxy. In those cases, actually, the bottom of InGaAsP is epoxy not SiO . Since photonic crystal patterns are not transferred into the bottom cladding, the optical properties might be poor. To fully transfer the patterns into the bottom oxide cladding, we developed the fabrication illustrated in Fig. 16 .
First, a thick dielectric layer, SiO or Si N , is deposited on the InGaAsP wafer. Thickness of the layer is 500 nm. The refractive index of SiO and Si N is 1.45 and 2.0, respectively, at 1.5 m. Therefore, better confinement property is obtained in SiO case. By the way, since thermal conductivity of Si N is more than 10 times higher than that of SiO , better heat conduction property is expected in Si N case [5] . Note that, however, thermal conductivity would be ultimately limited by epoxy. Next, the exposed dielectric layer is bonded to GaAs or glass substrates with epoxy. Then, the same lithography and dry etching processes are employed. After the CAIBE process of the InGaAsP layer, photonic crystal patterns are transferred to the underlying dielectric layer by CF -based reactive ion etching (RIE). In this way, the oxide-supported photonic crystal slab is completed. By transferring the air-hole patterns deeply into the cladding region, good optical properties are expected such as large bandgap size [10] , [11] and high quality factors of resonant modes [68] . 
V. CHARACTERISTICS
A. Single-Cell Cavity Laser 1) Monopole Mode Laser in a Triangular Lattice Modified
Single-Cell Cavity: The fabricated free-standing slab structures are optically pumped using a 980-nm laser diode. In order to reduce thermal effects, the fabricated structures are pumped with 10-ns pulses with 1% duty cycle. The measurement setup is drawn in Fig. 17 . An objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.85 focuses the pump beam to a spot size 4 m in diameter and collects output light coming out of the top of the sample. This pump beam size is large enough to make the broad mirror region around the cavity transparent. All experiments are conducted at room temperature.
Rich lasing actions are obtained from the samples with various lattice parameters [19] . One typical monopole mode laser spectrum above threshold is shown in Fig. 18 . The inset of Fig. 18 shows a below-threshold spectrum. This figure shows a single-mode lasing action above threshold. Here, dipole, hexapole, and quadrupole modes do not appear within the boundary of the broad PL spectrum, due to the spectral separation from the monopole mode as can be seen in Fig. 4 . In this sense, the nondegenerate monopole-mode laser can operate as a single mode and is still expected to have a large spontaneous emission factor . We try to compare the experimentally measured mode shape with the calculated one shown in Fig. 5(a) . The monopole mode, always a single mode, is suitable for direct comparison with the calculation. The monopole mode laser image actually captured by an infrared vidicon camera is shown in the inset of Fig. 19 . The symmetric donut-shaped image agrees well with the calculated mode pattern in Fig. 5(a) . In addition, no preferred polarization direction of the monopole-mode laser is observed, which is naturally expected from the symmetric mode shape of the monopole mode.
The L-L curve (the collected power at lasing wavelength as a function of the peak pump power) of the monopole mode laser is shown in Fig. 19 . Note that the low threshold pump power of less than 0.55 mW and the gradual turnon near the threshold. This feature implies a large of the monopole-mode laser. Here, we estimate the of the nondegenerate monopole-mode laser by comparing the L-L curve with the theoretically obtained curves from the rate equation analysis. This fitting procedure for evaluations has been adopted by many papers [50] , [56] , [70] . Since the theoretical curve characterizes the spectrally integrated mode power, the experimental output power should be also integrated for fair comparison. In the L-L curve of Fig. 19 , the output power was obtained from the peak intensity measured by the spectrometer with wide resolution covering the mode spectrum. Thus, this experimental curve can be reliably compared with the theoretical one [69] , [70] . Carrier density and photon density in the cavity are described by following conventional rate equations [50] , [60] : (7) where is absorption ratio of the pump laser in QWs, is the frequency of the pump laser, is the nonradiative surface recombination velocity, is the bimolecular recombination coefficient, is the Auger nonradiative recombination coefficient, and is the confinement factor. The photon lifetime is represented as follows: 2 , where is the wavelength of the output laser. In these equations, and are the exposed surface area and the volume of the pumped active region. Parameters except are inserted in the above equations, and output power is plotted as a function of the pump power . These parameters summarized in Table I are typical values for InGaAsP-InP multiple QWs at room temperature. The logarithmic gain was assumed, where is the gain coefficient is the transparency carrier density, and is the effective refractive index. Calculated curves (lines) are plotted with some different values as shown in Fig. 20 . Experimental data of the monopole mode obtained in Fig. 19 (circular dots) are plotted together. The experimental and theoretical curves are fitted best when 0.0625. For comparison purposes, we also compared the L-L curve of the doubly degenerate quadrupole mode. Interestingly, the of this mode is estimated to 0.035, about half of that of the monopole mode when all the parameters are the same as the previous fitting case. However, further studies are necessary to confirm whether this decrease originates from the degeneracy. In the above analysis, a relatively large value of the monopole mode, 0.0625, is obtained as compared with those of other conventional semiconductor lasers, 10 -10 . We found that the of the monopole mode could be increased to 0.1 when the used parameters are changed a little. However, this is still smaller than the expected value of 0.1 [40] . If the lasing wavelength of the monopole mode existed at the peak of the photoluminescence spectrum, a larger would be obtained [69] , [70] .
Measured lasing frequencies from the samples with various lattice parameters are presented as a function of the radius of the nearest neighbor holes in Fig. 21 . These experimental data are plotted as dot symbols when the lattice constant and regular hole size are fixed to their average values of 0.57 m and 0.35 , respectively. Circular dots indicate monopole-mode lasers and square dots the quadrupole-mode lasers. These two modes are compared with 3-D FDTD calculations performed using lattice parameters of the actually fabricated samples. As can be seen in Fig. 21 , good agreement is found between the experimental and the calculated results.
Additionally, we also observed optically-pumped room-temperature lasing actions from the SiO -cladding slab modified single-cell cavity structure described in Fig. 16 . To our knowledge, it is the smallest cavity size that shows a lasing action among the oxide-cladding photonic crystal slab laser structures. In this structure, owing to the improved thermal conductivity, the laser continues to operate even when the pulse width is increased up to 150 ns with 1 s period ( 15% duty cycle).
The whole thermal conductivity of the structure is not good enough for CW operation because of the relatively poor thermal conductivity of the SiO layer and the epoxy. The threshold pump power is 2.5 mW. With further optimization, this type of single-cell PBG lasers could operate not only with the lower threshold but with CW pumping.
2) Square Lattice Single-Cell Laser:
In this part, we report on the laser operation from the square lattice free-standing slab single-cell cavity shown in Fig. 14(b) . The wafer structure and the pumping condition are the same as mentioned in the previous subsection. Lasing actions have been observed from many samples with various lattice parameters, lattice constant, and air-hole size [20] . Lasing actions from both the WGM and the dipole mode are observed and identified. The identification of each laser mode has been made by the measurement of mode images, spectral positions, and polarization. We present distinctive characteristics of each laser mode in the square lattice single-cell cavity.
The observed mode profiles of a WGM laser and a dipole mode laser are shown in Fig. 22 . The mode images are taken from an infrared vidicon camera. One thing should be mentioned here. The figures show focused images some distance away from the sample surfaces. That is, the images in Fig. 22 do not correspond to near-filed mode profiles. For overall investigation of emission patterns, near fields or far fields, special measurement schemes should be employed [71] . In the case of the WGM [ Fig. 22(a) ] the mode image clearly shows a four-lobe shape and a nodal point at the center, which is the characteristic of the WGM with an azimuthal mode number of 2. In Fig. 22(b) , a dipole mode image is shown. The image shows 1-D interference patterns. Another dipole mode image which is directed orthogonally to the image in Fig. 22(b) is also observed.
Each laser mode was also identified by polarization measurements by placing a polarizer in front of the spectrometer slit. As shown in Fig. 23 , the dipole mode is nearly linearly polarized, whereas the WGM does not have definite polarization directions. The polarization direction of the dipole mode is consistent with the mode image in Fig. 22(b) . These polarization features of both modes agree well with the observed mode image and calculated mode profiles in Fig. 10 . The noncircular shape in polarization of the WGM is attributed to the slight asymmetry of cavity structures introduced during fabrication processes and polarization-dependent optical components used in the measurement. The L-L curves for the WGM laser with lowest threshold are presented in Fig. 24 . From the L-L curve in Fig. 24(a) , threshold peak pump power is estimated to be about 0.8 mW for the WGM laser. This is the lowest threshold among the values of square lattice single-cell lasers. The threshold of typical lasers ranges 1-3 mW depending on the spectral position. The abovethreshold spectrum of this laser is shown in Fig. 25(b) . The spectrometer-limited linewidth well confirms the lasing action. The lasing wavelength of the lowest threshold laser is positioned near the gain peak of active material. This threshold value is somewhat lower than that of the triangular lattice single defect laser. However, it should be noted that the threshold is dependent on pumping schemes such as the pulse shape, spot size, and the wavelength of a pumping laser. In addition, the enhancement of absorbed pump power due to pump photon trapping inside the slab [72] should be considered for detail analyses.
The lowest threshold of the dipole mode laser is about 1.0 mW, which is 20% higher than that of the WGM laser. This reflects the higher quality factor of the WGM. Considering that quality factors of the WGM can be more than ten times higher than those of the dipole mode, the measured threshold of the WGM is not much reduced. This is because the threshold of a photonic crystal single-cell laser is mainly limited by absorption in the mirror region, transparent carrier density, and carrier losses due to diffusion and nonradiative recombination. In addition, the actual quality factor would be smaller than the calculated one due to the nonperfect cavity structure and scattering of photons at rough sidewalls.
To determine the quality factor of resonant modes experimentally, the spectral linewidth of single defect modes is measured near the transparency pumping condition. The below-threshold spectrum of lowest-threshold WGM is shown in the inset of Fig. 24(b) when the peak pump power is 0.4 mW that is near the transparency pumping condition. From the measurement of full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), the quality factor of the WGM is estimated to be about 2000. This value is limited by the resolution of the spectrometer, 0.7 nm. The FWHM of the dipole mode is 3.8 nm which corresponds to the quality factor of about 400. The measured values compare reasonably well with the previous calculation results.
In Fig. 25 , measured laser wavelengths are plotted and compared with calculated resonant wavelengths as a function of lat-tice constants when the air-hole radius is 0.38 . Dot symbols represent the experimental data and lines are the calculated results obtained from 3-D FDTD calculations. Lasing actions in a wide spectral range between 1340 nm and 1610 nm are obtained. Considering fabrication inaccuracy, the agreement between calculation and measurement is reasonably good. Lasing actions from two split dipole modes are observed in several samples. The amount of the splitting is 2% which is well within the fabrication tolerance. No splitting of the emission wavelength from the WGM is observed, which indicate that the WGM is nondegenerate. The results of Figs. 25 and 21 imply that simple lithographic adjustments in the cavity geometry can be used to control emission wavelengths [14] . The combination of high density laser arrays and lithographically controllable light emission can find potential applications of photonic crystal nanocavities.
Photonic crystal single-cell cavities offer small mode volume and reasonably high-modes. However, the measured threshold has not been as small as we first expected. In the lasers investigated until now, the estimated absorbed pump power is about 0.1-0.2 mW which corresponds to a current injection of 100 A. This threshold value is still larger than that of other types of microcavity lasers such as microdisk lasers [69] , [73] and small-sized VCSELs [74] , [75] where order of 10 A of threshold have been reported. The relatively large threshold of photonic crystal single cell lasers comes from two main reasons, optical losses due to the absorbing mirror region that has QWs and nonradiative recombination carrier losses. In order for the quality factor to reach the theoretical value, the periodic mirror region should be transparent. This requires large pumping area of 3 m. The pumping area is usually an order of magnitude larger than the mode area. Therefore, if there were no absorption in the mirror region and pumping were performed only in the cavity region, the threshold of 10 A could be achieved. QW intermixing techniques may be employed to suppress absorption in the mirror region. It is also needed to improve dry etching techniques to reduce optical losses. The rough etched surface increases optical scattering and the high-energy dry etching causes damage to active material. The other reason for the large threshold originates from severe carrier losses due to nonradiative recombination. As for the nonradiative recombination, the surface recombination is the more important than Auger recombination in this case. It can be shown by calculation that the portion of surface recombination is 50% at threshold even though InGaAsP QWs have small surface recombination velocity. Efforts to reduce the surface recombination problem continue [76] . Surface recombination carrier losses could be reduced either by improving surface property using passivation techniques or by developing other active materials with low surface recombination.
B. Large-Cavity Laser in the AlO-Cladding Photonic Crystal Slab
In this subsection, we introduce thermally stable photonic crystal slab lasers with the Al O bottom cladding. The refractive index of the Al O is about 1.5-1.6. The fabrication procedure of these laser structures was illustrated in Fig. 21 . As mentioned previously, small size cavity structures are more difficult to reach laser thresholds due to large optical losses. However, lasers with relatively large cavity size exhibit stable lasing actions [16] - [18] and even CW lasing actions were observed at room temperature [17] . Fig. 26(a) shows the SEM picture of the first wafer-fused photonic crystal laser [16] . The cavity has seven unit cells along the horizontal direction. The lattice constant is 400 nm and the radius of holes is 124 nm. The thickness of the slab is 320 nm. With these parameters, the bandgap for TE-like guided modes exists from 1220 to 1630 nm. This photonic crystal cavity is optically pumped by a 980-nm InGaAs laser diode at 1 MHz with 10% duty cycle at room temperature. The CW photonic crystal laser is shown in Fig. 26(b) . The cavity has 21 undrilled holes along the diagonal direction. The length in the diagonal direction is 10 m. The threshold of this laser is 9.2 mW. The lasing wavelength is 1604 nm, which is significantly longer than the peak of photoluminescence 1550 nm. The threshold power can be further reduced if the peak of the photoluminescence and the lasing wavelength overlaps better. The lasing wavelength red-shifts at a rate of 1.2 nm/mW because of thermal effects. This robust photonic crystal slab structure prepared by wafer fusion and wet-oxidation processes should be applicable to wide range of PBG structures. Far-field emission properties of wafer-fused photonic crystal lasers are investigated using the far-field measurement setup shown in Fig. 28 [71] . Conventional methods for characterizing radiation sources exploit far-field imaging systems typically using lenses and charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras. Such systems, however, are able to capture only a part of the emission into certain range of directions, so that overall investigation of the emission pattern is not possible for highly divergent sources. In our experimental setup for far-field measurements, an external pumping laser beam is illuminated on the backside of the substrate in order to freely characterize laser emission into the front side of the laser structure. It is possible to selectively excite different modes by adjusting the pumping alignment, and to measure the emission patterns of each mode separately. The detector scans from 0 to 90 in direction and from 0 to 360 in direction, respectively. The typical angular resolution is 2 for direction and 3.6 for direction, respectively. The data over the curved surface of sphere are represented on a 2-D flat surface by a simple mapping defined by (8) Measured far-field patterns for several samples are shown in Fig. 29 . The SEM picture of each sample is also shown. The 2-D far-field emission patterns are elongated in the direction normal to the boundaries and contain interference fringes parallel to the boundaries. The CCD near-field images show that the laser emission is mainly from two regions at the parallel boundaries of the cavity, which causes interference patterns in the far-field image. The emission patterns of various 1-D modes observed in (a) 13 unit-cell, (b) 21 unit-cell, and (c) 29 unit-cell cavities shows different behaviors as shown in Fig. 29 . The lattice constants are (a) 370 nm, (b) 400 nm, and (c) 370 nm, respectively. The number of fringes increases as the cavity size increases since the fringes are due to interference between two strong scattering regions formed at the cavity boundaries as described previously. Moreover, for a small cavity, the emission pattern becomes broader in the transverse direction because of the decrease of the mode size in that direction. The polarization of far-field emission profiles indicates that these 1-D mode lasers are polarized predominantly in the TE mode as expected. The corresponding resonant mode of the measured 1-D laser emissions are similar to the mode patterns in Fig. 27(a) and (b) . Actually, far-field patterns which may originate from the 2-D mode in Fig. 27 (c) or (d) were also observed [71] . The far-field measurement mentioned above should be advantageously used to investigate emission properties of photonic crystal lasers.
C. Band Edge Laser in a Free-Standing Photonic Crystal Slab
Previously, successful band edge lasing operation has been demonstrated by using semiconductor [23] , [28] or organic materials [24] - [27] . Some interesting features have also been observed such as 2-D feedback mechanisms [26] , saddle point lasing [25] , and mirrorless lasing. In all these previous demonstrations of band edge lasing actions, however, the periodic refractive index variation has been very small, typically on the order of 0.1. This results in the active area was larger than (100 m) to achieve enough gain for lasing. Consequently, threshold in previous photonic band edge lasers has been somewhat large.
Here, we introduce photonic band edge lasers formed in a free-standing photonic crystal slab. Since the air hole patterns are entirely transferred through the slab, of the structure is larger than two which is more than ten times larger than that of the previous band edge lasers. Theoretical investigation has predicted that the threshold of bandedge lasers will decrease with [29] , [77] . As increases, bands near Brillioun zone edges become flatter. Then, the group velocity of photons becomes lower and threshold gain will be reduced. Sakoda et al. showed that threshold gain would be proportional to the square of the group velocity [78] . In addition, due to the large , the size of photonic band edge lasers can be made to be small.
The band edge laser structure is a triangular array of air holes patterned in the free-standing slab. Samples with various lattice constants are fabricated and tested. In the sample shown in Fig. 30 , the lattice constant is 1000 nm and the air-hole radius is 0.35 . The size of each sample is about 20 m. The fabricated structures are pulse-pumped by a 980-nm laser diode at 80 K. Pump pulse width is 10 ns and duty cycle is 4%. Typically, the pumping is performed at the center of the laser pattern. At room temperature, no lasing action is observed from this photonic crystal slab structure. At low temperature, however, very strong band edge lasing is achieved [30] . The realization of band edge lasing is ascribed to much reduced surface recombination carrier losses and increased material gain at low temperature.
When the lattice constant of samples is larger than 600 nm, vertical-emitting lasing actions are observed. These verticalemitting band edge laser operations occur near the point of bands above the light line of a photonic band structure [23] , (a) Vertical-emitting band edge laser (a = 1000 nm), (b) in-plane-emitting band edge laser (a = 500 nm). [28] . On the contrary, in-plane propagation of laser emission is observed when the lattice constant is smaller than 600 nm, indicating that the lasing action originates from the band edges below the light line of the band structure. The vertical and the in-plane-emitting images are shown in Fig. 31 (a) and (b), respectively. The hexagonal boundary of the band edge laser pattern is drawn for reference. The position of the laser emission spot is identical to the pumping position. Here, the FWHM of the pump spot diameter is about 6 m, meaning a total of just 30 air holes participate in the vertical-emitting band edge laser in Fig. 31(a) . This laser does not have a definite polarization direction, implying three-equivalent lasing oscillations along the -M direction or along the -K direction. Since modes above the light line usually couples out of the slab, these vertical-emitting laser modes are thought to be leaky and usually have low quality factors. However, it is known that some modes near the point can have very high quality factors approaching infinity [43] . The L-L curve and the spectrum of a photonic crystal slab band edge laser with the lowest threshold are shown in Fig. 32 . This laser sample is the same as the one appeared in the SEM picture in Fig. 30 . This laser operates as a single mode in a wide spectral range, 1350 to 1550 nm. The observed minimum laser threshold pump power is 35 W. The spectrum at this pump power is shown in the inset of Fig. 32 . The spectral line width is nearly limited by the resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer, 0.2 nm. The den- sity of threshold pump power absorbed in QWs is estimated to be about 25 W/cm assuming 20% absorption of incident power in the QWs. This threshold power and power density is one of the lowest values of ever reported for semiconductor lasers at this temperature [56] , [79] . The threshold carrier density is estimated to be about 5 10 cm . The transparent carrier density of the active medium is calculated based on the model in [60] , [80] . It turns out that the transparent carrier density is almost the same as the threshold carrier density. This means that the threshold of this laser is nearly limited by the transparency condition. In other words, both carrier and optical losses will be very small. It has been shown that the optical loss of the free-standing photonic band edge lasers can be very small, which contributed the very low-threshold lasing action [30] . By realizing room-temperature lasing action, the photonic band edge laser will attract great interest as a new-type of low-threshold microlasers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce computational design, fabrication, and characterization of various 2-D photonic crystal lasers made of InGaAsP active materials emitting at communication wavelengths. Low-threshold lasing actions are demonstrated at room temperature optical pumping from single-cell cavities. The monopole mode laser realized in a free-standing triangular lattice modified single-cell cavity shows threshold 0.5 mW and the spontaneous emission factor 0.06. In addition, successful lasing actions from the modified single-cell structure with the SiO bottom classing are achieved, which enables one to expect both CW lasing operation and electrical current pumping.
A square lattice single-cell cavity creates the smallest possible WGM with a very high quality factor. It is interesting that the dipole modes are created outside the bandgap of the square lattice. Lasing actions from both the WGM and the dipole mode are observed and identified. The monopole mode and the WGM are advantageous as photonic crystal nanocavity modes due to the nondegeneracy, high qualify factors, and node of electric fields at the cavity center which could be used for a current flow path in electrical pumping.
In addition to the single-cell lasers, photonic band edge lasers are realized at 80 K. The lasers operate near several photonic band edges of the uniform free-standing photonic crystal slab. Very low threshold pump power of 35 W with 6-m pump area has been achieved in the photonic crystal laser operating at the third TE mode band edge. The low threshold operation is attributed to the low surface recombination carrier losses and increased material gain at low temperature and low optical losses near the point of the photonic band.
All the 2-D photonic crystal slab lasers explained so far have functioned successfully by optical pumping. However, the issues of the surface recombination [81] and the electrical pumping [82] have to be investigated more seriously in the coming days to make these things real. The demonstrated 2-D photonic crystal lasers can find potential applications to low-threshold microcavity lasers and miniaturized photonic integrated circuits [83] .
